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Keep your home warmer
Simple window technology makes a big difference in winter

By MARIN HOWELL

With colder temperatures already creeping into our daily lives, many of us are thinking about how to keep our homes warm through the winter. This year, you could consider installing window inserts, a quirky alternative to cranking up the heat or throwing on an extra layer.

Window inserts help keep the
warm air in your home by creating additional layers of insulation, while still allowing you to see out and let light in through the glass panes. The technology is actually pretty simple. Each insert is made of a wooden frame with tightly sealed, clear polyolefin film wrapped on either side. The film creates a layer of air space inside the insert, which works in conjunction with the layer of air space between the insert and your window to keep the cold air outside.

The insert is firmly secured in your window well with a compressible foam gasket. The foam keeps the insert sealed in place during the winter and allows for easy removal in the spring.

Like other home improvement projects, there are options for purchasing custom-built window inserts. But you’ll find it’s cheaper to build them yourself or sign up for a community-build event in your area.

For the past three years, the Bristol Energy Committee has taken part in these community builds. The committee works with WindowDressers, a Maine nonprofit that organizes volunteer efforts to measure and build window inserts throughout New England.

Those who purchase their inserts through WindowDressers are asked to volunteer at the community-build events, where residents work together to build inserts for those in the area who needed them. Those volunteer efforts help keep WindowDressers’ inserts affordable. And Bristol Energy Committee Chair Sally Burrell says there’s a lot of fun.

“I find it to be probably one of the most satisfying energy committee projects we’ve done in that it’s actually working to work together having people coming together in the community to build something together and saves money. I love it,” Burrell said.

Inserts purchased through WindowDressers range in price based on size, though Burrell said they typically cost around $30-$40, and there is financial assistance available to cover part or all of the cost.

Constructing your own window inserts is a bit pricier, with materials coming in around $50, but you can save time. The price of the project can vary depending on how much you do on your own, as there are tutorials call for poking holes, which can be a bit pricey if polyolefin film or shrink wrap.

Though part of the beauty of window inserts is that they eventually pay for themselves.

“Because you’re not losing heat through the window, your heater doesn’t have to come on as often. It’s keeping the air in the house warmer longer,” Burrell said. “You bill, whatever you’re paying for either wood or oil, are going to be cheaper, and you usually find that within two years, you’ve broken even for what you’ve paid for the inserts.”

WindowDressers estimates that installing 10 inserts can save an average of 105 gallons of heating fuel every year, in addition to keeping your house warmer for longer.

But how many inserts does someone have to buy to make the difference? Burrell says just one.

“If you happen to have a favorite chair by a window and you put the insert by that window, you can feel that difference,” Burrell said. “Sometimes I think about how much better my house is now! No drafts due to windows. ‘I feel the difference?’ Burrell says they’re also a lot of fun.

And those who have installed window inserts in their homes are certainly feeling the difference. Burrell shared the testimony of a Bristol resident who took part in a previous community build.

“Last year I had the pleasure of helping to measure and make the inserts (window dressings) to fit inside a number of my windows in Bristol. I can’t tell you how much more energy efficient!” the resident said. “Sometimes I think about how much better my house is now! No drafts at all in those windows,” they said. “And in the cold winter, I can feel the difference!”

Those who purchase their inserts through WindowDressers can receive 10 free window inserts. For more information, email rotaryclubofmiddlebury@gmail.com, call us at 802-458-1210, or look online at windowdressers.org.

Whether you’re ready to build inserts this year or opt to wait for next year’s local community build, adding window inserts to your list of home improvement projects is worth considering before you reach for the thermostat.
TO CREATE A new garden space or area for a hammock using the lazy lasagna method, cut the grass low and remove persistent weeds before laying cardboard over the area, wetting it and covering with pine bark mulch.

The required ingredients for all composting, including lasagna mulching, are carbon, nitrogen, air and water. Just as there are many recipes for the lasagna you serve as a meal, the same is true for lasagna mulching. Think about materials you have on hand or can easily access that can be utilized. Carbon is supplied through brown materials. Examples are cardboard, dry leaves, dead plants, twigs, look, pinecones and pine needles. Nitrogen is obtained from green materials, which include grass clippings, eggshells and coffee grounds. For composting, the common recommendation is three parts brown to one part green. Lasagna mulching alternates layers of grasses and browns. In the mix, you never include anything that might attract animals, such as meat. Do not use items that will not break down, such as plastics or anything that might be toxic, such as pet waste. The pile will drink as the materials decompose. You can start with materials you have and add additional layers as more materials become available. Stop layering about six months before you want to plant in the new garden area.

Keep the pile moist, but do not let it get saturated. Consider covering with a tarp and removing it in the spring. If the cardboard has not fully decomposed, by then, make holes in it to plant your plants.

This winter take time to figure out the perfect plants for your new garden. Happy gardening!

Gas co. giving away electric heat pump

SOUTH BURLINGTON — Vermonters who want to upgrade their home water heater have a new option in town. By Vermont Gas Systems, (VGS) in celebration of their customers HPWHs. We are VGS champions electric heat pump water heaters as a key part of the state’s energy goals and cut greenhouse gas emissions.

This winter take time to figure out the perfect plants for your new garden. Happy gardening!

Creating the hammock area

Next, I wet the cardboard and then covered it with pine bark mulch. As available, I added items that will not affect the looks, such as eggshells, grass clippings and coffee grounds to the garden area. Creating the hammock area requires covering the entire space under the tree’s canopy. When materials are too thin, they do not hold the water, or when water goes through the soil, they might leak away from the trunk.

I derived my lasagna recipe by streaming a more detailed plan. The method is to create a form of composting. The benefits of lasagna mulching are that you build up the area, which is easier than digging down. The mulch also adds nutrients and moisture and improves drainage.

Most composting methods use heat, while lasagna mulching is a cold composting method. Therefore, it takes longer for the materials to decompose. Lasagna mulching can be done anywhere, but is ideal as the materials break down during winter, so the area is ready for spring planting.

The required ingredients for all composting, including lasagna mulching, are carbon, nitrogen, air and water. Just as there are many recipes for the lasagna you serve as a meal, the same is true for lasagna mulching. Think about materials you have on hand or can easily access that can be utilized. Carbon is supplied through brown materials. Examples are cardboard, dry leaves, dead plants, twigs, look, pinecones and pine needles. Nitrogen is obtained from green materials, which include grass clippings, eggshells and coffee grounds. For composting, the common recommendation is three parts brown to one part green. Lasagna mulching alternates layers of grasses and browns. In the mix, you never include anything that might attract animals, such as meat. Do not use items that will not break down, such as plastics or anything that might be toxic, such as pet waste. The pile will drink as the materials decompose. You can start with materials you have and add additional layers as more materials become available. Stop layering about six months before you want to plant in the new garden area.

Keep the pile moist, but do not let it get saturated. Consider covering with a tarp and removing it in the spring. If the cardboard has not fully decomposed, by then, make holes in it to plant your plants.

This winter take time to figure out the perfect plants for your new garden. Happy gardening!
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The required ingredients for all composting, including lasagna mulching, are carbon, nitrogen, air and water. Just as there are many recipes for the lasagna you serve as a meal, the same is true for lasagna mulching. Think about materials you have on hand or can easily access that can be utilized. Carbon is supplied through brown materials. Examples are cardboard, dry leaves, dead plants, twigs, look, pinecones and pine needles. Nitrogen is obtained from green materials, which include grass clippings, eggshells and coffee grounds. For composting, the common recommendation is three parts brown to one part green. Lasagna mulching alternates layers of grasses and browns. In the mix, you never include anything that might attract animals, such as meat. Do not use items that will not break down, such as plastics or anything that might be toxic, such as pet waste. The pile will drink as the materials decompose. You can start with materials you have and add additional layers as more materials become available. Stop layering about six months before you want to plant in the new garden area.

Keep the pile moist, but do not let it get saturated. Consider covering with a tarp and removing it in the spring. If the cardboard has not fully decomposed, by then, make holes in it to plant your plants.

This winter take time to figure out the perfect plants for your new garden. Happy gardening!
Fall into a Relaxing Recliner!

Recliners by FLEXSTEEL

Thousands of leathers and fabrics to choose from!

Lift Recliners by FLEXSTEEL

Angle cut — ANDE DEERING OF Buck Ridge Construction pauses before making a miter cut on a piece of wood for a Middlebury construction project this past Friday. He and Todd Prouty were finishing up a porch project.

Independent photo/Steve James

Kittredge Land Surveying, PLLC
Seth W. Kittredge, L.S.
Boundary Retracement
Subdivisions
Boundary Line Adjustments
FEMA Flood Certifications
Replacement of Missing Corner Monuments
Vermont Land Records Research
Expert Witness Services
Topographic/Site Surveys
Construction Layout

28 Thomas Circle - Vergennes, Vt. 05491
Phone: 802-870-7028 - Cell: 802-989-1625
kittredgelandsurveying.com
info@kittredgelandsurveying.com

Retain your home’s original architectural details

Vermont Custom Moldings can match trim and molding profiles that are one-of-a-kind or no longer commercially available, in your choice of wood.

Whether you need us to mill out a few feet or an entire home’s worth, contact us below to start the conversation. We’d love to hear from you!

www.vermontcustommoldings.com
mark@vermontcustommoldings.com
Mark Raymond 802-388-0742

Vermont Custom Moldings
www.vermontcustommoldings.com
CELEBRATE FALL!

MUMS & Houseplants
in the Greenhouse!

Fall Decorations
Pumpkins, Gourds, Cornstalks & more.

Fall Bulbs
Plant now for great early spring color. Tulips, Daffodils, Crocuses and more!

For Men, Women, Teens, Kids and Infants!

WILD BIRD STOCK UP SALE

Outfit the Whole Family!

Pre Order thru 10/31
For the lowest prices of the season, check out our website for the complete order form at middleburyagway.com.

EMILY VAN MISTRI 3540 QUAKER VILLAGE ROAD IN WEYBRIDGE

Spotlight shines on local gardens

Midd. Garden Club recognizes excellence

Every year the Middlebury Garden Club gives awards to public and private gardens in Addison County. To be considered, a garden must be able to be seen from the roadside and cannot belong to a current member of the club.

The club recently announced its awards for the summer of 2022 as nominated by Tawnya, Katrina and Barbara Blodgett.

The first public garden given an award this year is The Butterfly Garden in front of the Yellow House at the corner of High Street and Sammarty Street in Middlebury. The Yellow House provides 24/7 care for adults with developmental disabilities who are unable to live independently.

When asked about the garden, Director of Resident Experience Hillary Warren said, “The Yellow House Community butterfly garden is the joyful result of sunlight, rain, hard work and community collaboration! This summer, Yellow House Friends and their sidewalks worked together to start seeds in our new greenhouse. Our monarch butterfly wings are the outcome of a collaboration between Yellow House Friends and local artist Erin Bettencourt. We had hoped the resulting corner butterfly garden made our neighbors feel happy, or possibly increased our likelihood of receiving “honks” when driving by. Our corner is a busy one, especially these days with the nearby construction, and we are happy to hear that our Butterfly Garden is making people smile. If you drive by and we’re all outside, give us a “honk” and wave! Our friends are going to feel so proud and excited to hear this news!”

The next public garden(s) given an award are the Businesses of Vergennes along Main Street, Route 22A. As you walk along Main Street, you are greeted by many individual gardens in front of the local businesses as well as beautiful hanging baskets created by Kelly Sweaney. Each business took the responsibility to design, acquire plant material, plant and maintain the garden near or in front of their business. The garden is larger than the others and no one felt they could easily create and maintain it. So Dawn Wagner, new owner of Daily Chocolate, stepped forward. She applied for and received a grant from Greenworks, the Vermont Nursery and Landscape Association. Dawn designed the garden with “river of rocks” running through it. Ashley Robinson helped her with the design. The plant material and the stones were paid for by the grant. Dawn maintains it now and will replace the annual and perennial flowers, as necessary, each year.

The next public garden(s) given an award are the Businesses of Vergennes along Main Street, Route 22A. As you walk along Main Street, you are greeted by many individual gardens in front of the local businesses as well as beautiful hanging baskets created by Kelly Sweaney. Each business took the responsibility to design, acquire plant material, plant and maintain the garden near or in front of their business. The garden is larger than the others and no one felt they could easily create and maintain it. So Dawn Wagner, new owner of Daily Chocolate, stepped forward. She applied for and received a grant from Greenworks, the Vermont Nursery and Landscape Association. Dawn designed the garden with “river of rocks” running through it. Ashley Robinson helped her with the design. The plant material and the stones were paid for by the grant. Dawn maintains it now and will replace the annual and perennial flowers, as necessary, each year.

The garden in the roundabout of the Helen Porter Rehabilitation and Nursing Center in Middlebury also earned an award this year. It is absolutely beautiful and so well maintained. The garden was the vision of a relative of one of the residents. The garden was prepared and planted professionally, using many perennials such as hydrangeas, salvia, sedums, coreopsis and others. Then annuals were generously placed on the border of the garden as well as on surrounding land facing the garden. The vision for this garden was “Where flowers bloom, so does hope” as quoted from Lady Bird Johnson. The residents at Helen Porter delight in getting their pictures taken while standing in front of the garden.

AT PRIVATE HOMES

In addition to the awards given to (See Garden club, Page 7C)
the public gardens, awards are being given to a number of private gardens.

Diane Neuse’s home on Seminary Street Extension in Middlebury has a unique garden in the front of her house. It is surrounded by a historical ironwork design from an estate that Diane visited in Washington, D.C. Diane took photos of the ironwork at the estate and then well-known local artist John Baker, who owns Wildflower Ironworks in Addison, was able to replicate it.

The garden was designed by Colby Hill Landscaping to be interesting during all seasons of the year. It is a perfectly symmetrical garden. Since plants grow at different paces, it is challenging to maintain the design. The plants in the garden are all white and include white peonies and hakonechloa grasses, cimicifuga, Miss America hostas, white baptisia, annuals, and perennials that bloom in the fall. The plants in the garden are all white and include white peonies and hakonechloa grasses, cimicifuga, Miss America hostas, white baptisia, annuals, and perennials that bloom in the fall.

The garden is centered on an antique urn. In the winter, Diane likes to fill it with random evergreen branches and decorate it with tiny lights. Mike and Beth Davis, who live on Route 14 in Sherburne, have a lovely garden that you can see while driving by. "We have dallied in ornamental and edible gardens for as long as we’ve owned our house, but this is probably our most ambitious effort yet," Mike says. "This particular garden was established about three years ago, but was preceded by an orchard and vegetable/fruit garden on the north side of our house. Gardening is also a full partnership between Beth and I, both getting involved in every aspect of our ornamentals, fruit and vegetables. "We rely on a few key resources for plant selections and ideas on how to include them in a planting," he continued. "We live in Sherburne and Golden Rasse Farm is just a few minutes drive from home. And then there are experts like Charlie Nardozzi, whose knowledge is available through a variety of sources. If you need help, it is not hard to find. Also, Beth has started a diary of observations and events in the garden so we can capture any long-term trends that we need to respond to.”

Kristine Myrick Andrews has lived at 642 Smead Road in Middlebury for 26 years and has been working on her garden surrounding her house, which was built in 1820-1840, for all of those years. When she arrived, there were only a few trees there. Kris’s gardens surrounding her house have apple and pear trees as well as raised beds with many vegetables including garlic, sugar snap peas, four kinds of tomatoes, broccoli, peppers, zucchini, onions, winter squash and potatoes. The majority of her garden is in shade and is fairly wet from the water draining off of the ledge behind her house. By her own admission, it can be challenging; however, her soil is wonderful and not the clay that most Addison County gardeners need to deal with. She has many hydrangeas with wonderful names — Bobo, Strawberry Vanilla, Little Lime, Pinkie Winkie and Quickfire. This garden that can be seen from the road are best described as cottage gardens, in which she grows zinnias, marigolds and beautiful dahlias and ornamental lilies. When looking over Kris’s gardens you can’t help but see her beautiful catalpa tree, also known as the cigar tree.

While her garden is large and keeps her busy, Kris’s dayjob is as a professional gardener. She works with her daughter in many gardens throughout the county. And, if that is not enough, she is renown for the beautiful rattan — Bobo, Strawberry Vanilla, Little Lime, Pinkie Winkie and Quickfire. This garden that can be seen from the road are best described as cottage gardens, in which she grows zinnias, marigolds and beautiful dahlias and ornamental lilies. When looking over Kris’s gardens you can’t help but see her beautiful catalpa tree, also known as the cigar tree.

While her garden is large and keeps her busy, Kris’s dayjob is as a professional gardener. She works with her daughter in many gardens throughout the county. And, if that is not enough, she is renown for the beautiful rattan — Bobo, Strawberry Vanilla, Little Lime, Pinkie Winkie and Quickfire. This garden that can be seen from the road are best described as cottage gardens, in which she grows zinnias, marigolds and beautiful dahlias and ornamental lilies. When looking over Kris’s gardens you can’t help but see her beautiful catalpa tree, also known as the cigar tree.

While her garden is large and keeps her busy, Kris’s dayjob is as a professional gardener. She works with her daughter in many gardens throughout the county. And, if that is not enough, she is renown for the beautiful rattan — Bobo, Strawberry Vanilla, Little Lime, Pinkie Winkie and Quickfire. This garden that can be seen from the road are best described as cottage gardens, in which she grows zinnias, marigolds and beautiful dahlias and ornamental lilies. When looking over Kris’s gardens you can’t help but see her beautiful catalpa tree, also known as the cigar tree.

While her garden is large and keeps her busy, Kris’s dayjob is as a professional gardener. She works with her daughter in many gardens throughout the county. And, if that is not enough, she is renown for the beautiful rattan — Bobo, Strawberry Vanilla, Little Lime, Pinkie Winkie and Quickfire. This garden that can be seen from the road are best described as cottage gardens, in which she grows zinnias, marigolds and beautiful dahlias and ornamental lilies. When looking over Kris’s gardens you can’t help but see her beautiful catalpa tree, also known as the cigar tree.
Gardens

(Continued from Page 7C)

brackets she makes and sells all over New England.

"Emina's Garden" is a favorite of Barbara’s, perfect for a roadside garden award. Dzavid and Emina Mahmuljin moved to 22 Terrace Heights in Weybridge in 2016. Their property has evolved over the years into the beautiful space it is today, and as a neighbor Barbara has had the pleasure of watching it grow. Dzavid and Emina have somehow found the time, despite busy work lives, to completely change their yard’s purpose to one of providing beauty as well as food. They have transformed unused space in their backyard into garden patches full of delicious fruits and vegetables for themselves and for sharing with lucky neighbors and friends.

"My car slows every time I drive by to see what is new in the garden—a new bed, the vegetable garden expanded, a new tree growing in the hedgerow, perennials and bulbs planted, the fruit trees ripe with fruit," Barbara says. "Above all, I look for the red dahlias from Gardens (See Winners, Page 9C)
A beautiful garden has sprung out of the earth at 3340 Quaker Village Road in Weybridge and is deserving of another of our roadside awards. This is a garden created by Emily Van Mistri and her family. Emily began planting her beautiful garden in June 2017. Their new property was a blank slate without any previous landscaping to interfere with a new garden design. Without a strict idea of how she wanted to fill her space and feeling somewhat daunted by the task, she began planting bit by bit, letting the garden inform her what came next.

Emily took me to a circular garden where she placed the first plants with a group of friends. “This is where it all began,” she said.

Emily wandered with me through her garden, down paths and through arbors, telling me the story of the garden and which plants she loved and how much joy and peace she felt in her garden. Pollinators flitted about in the sunshine as we strolled. Emily has created a spectacular garden, an oasis filled with nooks and paths to discover and places to sit and rest (though she agrees she never sits for long before she is up and tending her garden again). Emily smiles as she reveals her future garden plans and ideas. She is always thinking about what comes next in the garden. I drove away from my spontaneous garden tour feeling uplifted and full of gratitude for the shared time in Emily’s garden.

Congratulations to all of the 2022 Middlebury Garden Club winners!

To learn more about the club, visit middleburygardenclub.org.
Time to move houseplants back indoors

**By DEBORAH J. BENOT**
UVM Extension Master Gardener

Did you know that many houseplants sold in stores are actually tropical perennials? That’s right. The spider plant (Chlorophytum comosum, native to Africa) and peace lily (Spathiphyllum, native to rainforests of Venezuela and Colombia) are just two examples that thrive indoors. The Boston fern (Nephrolepis exaltata) from Central and South America, Africa and the West Indies. It is no surprise then that the cool of our New England winters and therefore till not survive outdoors after the first frost.

As temperatures (particularly those at night) drop into the 50s, the time has come to bring houseplants back indoors. While it can be as simple as moving your plant from its location outside to a winter home indoors, for the best results for the plant, you and other houseplants in your home, taking a few precautions will be well worth the effort.

First, check your plant for any problems. Give it a gentle shake to dislodge any loose debris. Trim off any dead or dying foliage, and check for any obvious pests. Get out the garden hose and give it a good drink, or just a swirling from above, but a good spray to the top and bottom leaf surfaces and the stem to clean off pollen, dust and anything else that’s settled there.

Check for any soil-borne tagalongs as you gently wipe off the leaves and examine all surfaces. Any pests, including eggs laid in the soil, may still be there. Check for any unwelcome pests. If your plant has grown considerably over the summer, this is a good time to repot. Use a pot one size larger, and be sure to use quality potting soil. If you don’t need to or don’t want to repot, top dress the soil instead.

Remove any debris such as fallen foliage from the soil surface along with any loosened root balls. If you’re not already growing your houseplants in containers, be careful not to disturb the roots. Apply a fresh layer of potting soil and give your plant a good drink if it needs watering. It may not if it’s already had a shower. When you move a plant inside, keep it separate from any showy-indoors plants for a few weeks in an enclosed porch or spare room to avoid any pests or problems that might not be readily apparent. Short-term isolation will allow time for any problems to become known and be dealt with before they can spread to other plants.

Providing similar light conditions when you move a plant inside, keep it separate from any showy-indoors plants for a few weeks in an enclosed porch or spare room to avoid any pests or problems that might not be readily apparent. Short-term isolation will allow time for any problems to become known and be dealt with before they can spread to other plants.

Providing similar light conditions will help sustain the shock from a sudden change in environment. If the plant was growing in full sun, find a place near a sunny south-facing window and consider using supplemental grow lights to be sure it continues to get sufficient light. If your plant was growing in full or partial shade, placement in a north-facing window and consider using supplemental grow lights to be sure it continues to get sufficient light.

Check for any unwelcome pests. If your plant has grown considerably over the summer, this is a good time to repot. Use a pot one size larger, and be sure to use quality potting soil. If you don’t need to or don’t want to repot, top dress the soil instead.

Remove any debris such as fallen foliage from the soil surface along with any loosened root balls. If you’re not already growing your houseplants in containers, be careful not to disturb the roots. Apply a fresh layer of potting soil and give your plant a good drink if it needs watering. It may not if it’s already had a shower. When you move a plant inside, keep it separate from any showy-indoors plants for a few weeks in an enclosed porch or spare room to avoid any pests or problems that might not be readily apparent. Short-term isolation will allow time for any problems to become known and be dealt with before they can spread to other plants.

Providing similar light conditions will help sustain the shock from a sudden change in environment. If the plant was growing in full sun, find a place near a sunny south-facing window and consider using supplemental grow lights to be sure it continues to get sufficient light. If your plant was growing in full or partial shade, placement in a north-facing window or near a sunny east or west window is a good choice.

When selecting a location, be sure the foliage won’t come in direct contact with window glass. The cold will damage the foliage. Likewise, avoid placing houseplants close to a heat source such as a radiator or stove. Both the resulting direct heat and its drying effect can damage foliage. Take your time and enjoy reacquainting yourself with your houseplants as you bring them indoors. They’ve been on vacation. Welcome them home with a little TLC and plenty of light, and they’ll bring a bit of green indoors while the garden outside takes its winter nap.

Deborah J. Benoit is a UVM Extension Master Gardener from North Adams, Mass., who is part of the Bennington County Chapter.

---

**Safer Lawn Care Naturally!**

More Service, More Natural Organics and More Results

with less pesticides and chemicals than other lawn care companies

Contact us today for a safer, greener lawn.

(802) 652-4063
vt turfman@naturalawn.com
VT.NaturaLawn.com

We offer Flea and Tick Control!

All Natural Mosquito Control!
Wood floor dos and don'ts

Low-hanging features always make it nice to return home and they can sell a home in a heartbeat if that is your goal. A house or apartment with floor-to-ceiling windows and a panoramic view of the Vermont landscape likely won’t prove a hard sell. An awe-inspiring as such features can be, some more subtle components, such as authentic hardwood floors, also can do much to make a home more appealing to prospective buyers.

Hardwood flooring is a sought-after commodity. Data from the National Association of Realtors indicates that 54% of home buyers are willing to pay more for hardwood floors. In fact, NAR figures indicate that 20% of buyers between the ages of 35 and 54 consider hardwood flooring “very important” when looking for a home. Homeowners who want to upgrade their existing flooring or are considering selling their homes may want to consider installing hardwood flooring.

Though it’s a project best left to professionals, hardwood flooring can be installed by skilled DIYers. In such instances, homeowners may want to keep these dos and don’ts in mind.

**DO** hire a professional if you have limited or no do-it-yourself flooring experience. Hardwood flooring installation is not generally a project for novice DIYers. Hardwood flooring projects may present some common challenges, but no two homes are the same. So unless they have prior experience installing floors in multiple rooms or homes, homeowners may save themselves time, trouble and a significant amount of money hiring a professional to do the job.

**DON’T** ignore the subfloor. New hardwoods won’t erase the problem of subfloors in poor condition. According to the home renovation experts, squeaky floors could be an indication that the subfloor has begun to warp or twist. Sinking floors are another indicator of deteriorating subfloors. Subfloors should be somewhat level before new hardwoods are installed, so DIYers should inspect and address subfloor issues before installing new flooring.

**DO** expose wood flooring to the elements in your home prior to installation. The home improvement resource BuildDirect recommends acclimating hardwoods to the space where they will be installed. Skipping this important step could result in gaps during the winter and cupping over the summer. To acclimate hardwoods, open the boxes and spread them out for about a week while running the air conditioner or heater at normal levels. When storing hardwoods prior to installation, avoid keeping them in potentially moist areas like a basement.

**DON’T** skimp on tools. A DIY hardwood flooring installation might be less expensive than hiring a professional, but homeowners should resist any temptation to increase those savings further by purchasing less costly tools or fewer tools than is necessary to complete the job. BuildDirect notes that DIYers will need at least a miter saw, table saw, chalk line, nail set and tape measurer when installing hardwood floors. Purchase all necessary tools and read product reviews to ensure each tool is up to the task.

Wood floors can be awe-inspiring. Some homeowners can install such flooring on their own, and the project can be much easier if they learn as much about installation as possible prior to beginning the project. — Metro Creative
Racing into winter

They’ve done it again. For the umpteenth year running Doreen and Bill Peterson have prepared for the winter by stacking their wood outside their Middlebury home in a way that is sure to catch the eye of passersby. Last year a couple cords of firewood took the shape of a butterfly. This year it’s an elegant old sedan; or is that a race car?

---

With homes, what do you call modern?

Homes contain a variety of components that appeal to homeowners with different ideas about the perfect place to call home. That starts with the style of a home.

Buildings are classified according to shared components. Modern homes are sometimes called contemporary homes even though the terms are not interchangeable; each has its own sets of unique characteristics. Here’s a look at features that make modern and contemporary homes unique.

1. Minimalist approach: Contemporary and modern homes both employ an approach that leans toward minimalism, including clean design lines. Spaces are open and airy without the clutter of too many ornate architectural details. While modern homes may have some curvature to their design, contemporary ones are all about an angular look.

2. Neutral color palette: Modern homes tend to use a neutral color palette, and may include “earthy” elements, such as wood and brick, in ways that do not look rustic. Contemporary homes rely on a color palette of black and white with shades of gray or other neutral colors.

3. Geometric shapes: Modern homes have strong horizontal and vertical elements that showcase geometric shapes in their designs. Contemporary homes often have flat roofs, while modern homes may not.

4. Large, unadorned windows: Modern homes showcase a lot of natural light with large windows that are not covered up by heavy window treatments, shutters or thick trims. Large windows are the focus of the interior and shift attention to the view outdoors.

5. Open floor concept: A hallmark of modern interior design, the open concept floor plan removes many of the walls that tend to separate common areas of a home. This helps to foster the spread of natural light and maintains the emphasis on simplicity of design.

---

Buying, building, renovating, we have you covered.

Whether you are looking for a mortgage, funds for a remodel, or a home equity line of credit, we have products to fit your needs. We’re here to help online and in person with an amazing local team of lenders—making decisions and servicing your loans right here in our community.

---

Keeping Good Company

Full Interior Design Service
Pam Carter & Chelsea Audy
kgcvt.com - design@kgcvt.com
802-877-3004
Vergennes, VT

---

J.D. FULLER PLUMBING & HEATING INC

- Repairs, renovations and new construction
- Heating systems installed, cleaned and serviced
- Water heaters and filtration systems installed & serviced
- Kitchen, bath fixtures and faucets installed

John D. Fuller Master Plumber
802-388-2019
Serving Addison County since 1989
Water Softening:
Culligan’s Water Softeners work to get rid of hard water-causing minerals, removing scale and build up over time. Hard water symptoms to look for include:
- Water spots on your glasses
- Hard crust around faucets or drains
- Skin feels dry or irritated after showering
- Cloudy ice cubes

Water Filtration:
For over 80 years, Culligan’s water filtration systems have improved water quality for thousands of families worldwide. Culligan’s Under the Sink Filtration and Whole House Filtration systems can both remove common contaminants* like:
- Iron (rust stains in your tub)
- Sulfur (rotten egg-like smell)
- Harmful chemicals
- Sediment (floating sand-like particles in your water)

Water Dispensing:
Culligan water dispensers make it convenient, easy and affordable to always have access to cleaner, better-tasting water on tap. Whether you’re in your home or office, stylish coolers in compact sizes make it refreshingly simple to get cleaner and tastier water. Never worry about installation or maintenance, just set a delivery schedule that works for you and let your local Culligan Water Expert take care of the rest!

Your local Culligan Water dealer is your area’s water expert. Call us to schedule a free water test and let us recommend which products will benefit you and your family the most!

You could give your people

*Contaminants may not be in your water.

Culligan Water  •  Colchester, VT  •  www.culligan4u.com  802-865-0000
Homeowners Recommendations

We received quotes from Bristol Electronics and another well-known Vermont solar company, and were pleasantly surprised that Bristol had the lower price, and we preferred Bristol’s microinverter approach. Additionally, we were very pleased to learn that the panels and racking system were made in the USA with some components manufactured by a Vermont company. On top of this, the folks at Bristol were such a pleasure to work with. We can’t remember a more pleasant experience when making a major investment.

We had a variety of questions which they happily addressed. Their knowledgeable staff was well versed with applicable regulations and requirements, building codes and even wind loading concerns. They truly went out of their way to make sure we were educated on the system and pleased with the installation.

This was a very rewarding experience which began with a goal of wanting to make our home fully renewably powered by working with a local team and culminated with meeting great members of our community, keeping our dollars local while also supporting other American renewable technology manufacturers. We found kindred spirits at BE and we can’t recommend them highly enough!

Megan Nedzinski and Joshua Faulkner – South Starksboro, VT

“We are loving our new heat pump – it’s like our house suddenly got bigger! The room has been warm even on recent cold nights - very impressive.”

-Viveka Fox and Peter Macfarlane, Addison, VT

“Bristol Electronics makes it easy for you to go solar. From the detailed, patient explanations, to the licenses, estimates and permits, Bristol Electronics takes care of it all. I shopped several quotes from various companies but it was Bristol Electronics who ultimately won me over with their friendly, approachable attitude and superior knowledge of the technology. When I began this project I was uneducated and apprehensive. Now I feel myself encouraging my friends and family to call Bristol Electronics for a free quote and explanation because I truly believe in their product and company. They are highly skilled and professional in every respect. Stephen and his crew encouraged my children’s curiosity and made learning fun for them. Little things like making handprints in the cement of our solar system sparked talks about reducing your carbon footprint and how everyone can help, even children. The whole experience could not have been easier or better. Seeing the power meter run backwards is just icing on the cake.”

Heather Shepard – Bristol